About Me

Douglas Misquita is an action-adventure thriller writer from India. His books are fast, entertaining
and visual - putting readers right into the story. He is hailed as a 'breath of fresh air in the Indian fiction
landscape.
He has published three thrillers, an action-short, and a travelogue on Egypt.

The Books
The Apocalypse Trigger

Environmental terrorism, ruthless
mercenaries, and a sinister cabal
in the latest heart-pounding
thriller from Douglas Misquita.

In 1947, a freighter in the Malacca Straits sends out a macabre
distress signal. When help arrives all the officers and crew are found
dead - with no visible signs of injury.
Present day: An environmental disaster in British Colombia pits Billy
Bradford against Future Energy Group and its ruthless head of
security, Luc Fortesque. A devastating terror strike on the world's
grandest luxury hotel has the globe clamoring for the head of the
mastermind, Sebastian Gardner.
But the three men will soon become pawns in a plot that dates back
to the end of World War II and the collusion between a powerful,
centuries-old cabal and a rogue priest.

Secret of the Scribe

Mind-control, ancient mysteries,
nanotechnology... and
civilization's biggest cover-up
come together in this exotic
adventure thriller

A cave-expedition to the remote borders of China and Tibet unearth
enigmatic discs that are believed to be of extraterrestrial origin. But
their discovery is quickly squashed and erased from official records.
When venture capitalist Mark Steinberg launches Linguistics, Inc. and
unveils cutting-edge nanotechnology-based communication, an
enthralled human race is ready to proclaim the written and spoken
word a thing of the past. But unknown to the world, Linguistics is
setting the stage for total control.
Leading the scattered resistance movement, Lance Michener wants
to shut down the Linguistics network before the damage is total and
irreversible.
At the center of the conflict is the hunt for the mythical Book of Thoth
— the Book of Wisdom of the Gods; a Book that contains the secrets
of the language of all earthly species and languages yet unknown.
And as Linguistics ushers in an era of global mind control, the race is
on to prevent The Book from falling into the wrong hands.

Haunted

The book that took the reviewers
by storm and set the standard
of visual literary entertainment.
Raw, gritty... this is high-octane
explosive action at its best!

FBI Special Agent Kirk Ingram’s life is torn apart when his family is
brutally murdered before his eyes. Devastated physically and
psychologically, he vows to destroy organized crime in all forms.
In the Eastern bloc, a rogue dictator state is stockpiling Citex, a
deadly
nerve
agent...
Across the globe, an international trade house funnels Balkan
organized crime activities through its business channels and now
hatches a plot to distribute Citex to major cities in the world, creating
a nexus with terror that threatens to bring the world order to the point
of
anarchy.
And only one man stands in the way of global terror and paranoia.
One man seeking redemption and waging a personal battle against
the demons of his past.

Short Stories
Know Thy Enemy
An artifact from the Baghdad National Museum could justify the
coalition invasion of Iraq. But the artifact is among items looted from the
Museum just before the invasion.
CIA Analyst, Emma Burrows enlists the help of Captain William
Bradford and a small Joint Task Force 2 team to retrieve the artifact.
Unknown to them, a mercenary unit led by Luc Fortesque is also after
the stolen artifacts intending to sell them on the black market.
Know Thy Enemy is an action-short that introduces two key characters
from the full length thriller novel, The Apocalypse Trigger.

Impressions of Egypt
In November of 2010 I spent a little over a week in Egypt. I was
fascinated and humbled by the history and culture of the country.
This travelogue isn't a picture-book; there are far better pictures
available on the internet and in travel magazines than the thousand plus
I clicked with my point-and-shoot.
It is all about the impressions, emotions and implications that no picture
can convey, but something that can only be experienced when you
bask in the glorious Mediterranean sun in Alexandria, are belittled by
the sentinel pyramids at Giza, come to terms with the engineering feat
of relocating Abu Simbel, appreciate the historic grandeur of the
museum-city of Luxor, or relive the romance of the Nile as you drift past
gently-swaying date palms and white-sailed feluccas.
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